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1. Introduction 
Relativiatic nuclear physics is a new scientific field arising 

at JIBR in the beginning of the seventies with the acceleration of 
deuterons to the highest energies of the synchrophasotron1} at the 
High Energy Laboratory (HEL) and when the corresponding program of 
experimental research had been developed in general outline z ) . 

During the ensuing years the fulfilment of new operating con
ditions at the synchrophasotron and the construction of a highly 
effective (above 90JS) slow extraction beam system in a new expe
rimental hall allowed us to accelerate still heavier nuclei to 
neon inclusive and to obtain relativistic nuclear beams, the in
tensity of which is much larger than that of secondary particle 
beams» 

At present the synchrophasotron is the leading accelerator of 
light nuclei over an energy range up to * 5 GeV/nucleon and the on
ly accelerator that possesses a nuclear energy of -3.5 GeV per 
nucleon, which is threshold for the region of limiting nuclear 
fragmentation and in which new properties of nuclear matter begin 
to manifest themselves. 

Beams of nuclei with energies up to 5 GeV/nucleon have not 
yet been obtained at other accelerator centres. At CERH short 
runs were made with colliding beams of oC-particles for a c.m.s. 
energy of 126 GeV. In addition to JINH, beams of relativistic nu
clei were obtained at Bevalac, Berkeley(USA) and at Saturne, Sac-
lay (France). However, the energy per nucleon at Berkeley is twice 
as low as that at Dubna, and the. energy at Saolay that must be 
achieved in the nearest future will be two times lower than at 
Berkeley and four times lower than at Dubna. The implementation 
of the projects of more powerful nuclear accelerators in Japan, 
USA and FRG is expected in 1987-1990. 

Currently the types and intensities of nuclei (protons -
10 GeV, nuclei - 4.2 GeV/nucleon) accelerated at the synchropha
sotron are the following! 
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She total running time of the accelerator is 4000 hours a year, 
85S& of which is used to implement the program of experimental re
search and 15% to study and improve operating Conditions of the 
synchrophasotron and its beams.Breakdowns of the accelerator due 
to faults do not exceed 1% of the scheduled time. 

Thus the current state of the synchrophasotron among nuclear 
accelerators of the world and its operating conditions enable phy
sicists from JINR member-coumtries to carry but promising experi
ments of to-day. In particular, further development of the synchro
phasotron as an accelerator of relativistic and polarised nuclei 
allows us to study not only the behaviour of nuclear matter at 
small internuclear distances under extreme conditions, but also to 
create completely new states of hadron matter-quark plasma. » 

Further development at the synchrophasotron and the simultane
ous and effective operation of its beams enable us to check in de
tail the conclusions of quantum chromodynaaios and to begin syste
matic studies of the dynamic characteristics of interference in 
strong and weak interactions. 

The importance of studies in the field of relativistic nuclear 
physics is obvious. Using the available experimental results, one 
can see that nuclear collisions at high energy are the unique 
source of information on a space-time picture of hadron production 
and their internal structureЭ), This primarily concerns studies of 
nuclear reactions, in which a momentum, which is much larger than 
the Fermi momentum of nucleons of the nucleus, is transferred to 
atomic nuclei. The study of the processes has led to the discovery 
of previously unknown regularities and of the character of manifes
tation of multlquark degrees of freedom in nuclei. Рог example, as 
shown, already at momentum transfer Q«4QeY/c the quark degrees of 
freedom begin to play an important role in nuclear processes, had-
rons of the nucleus cannot be regarded as elementary and their 
quark structure should be taken into account. Consequently, studies 
in the field of relativistic nuclear physics are directly related 
to the problem of high energy and elementary particle physics be
ing solved at the largest accelerators of the world. 

Although relativistic nuclear physics exists over a relatively 
short period of time, a great deal of information has been obtain
ed by different groups of physicists from JIHR member-countries in 
the following important fields of strong interaction physicssscale 
invarlance, limiting fragmentation, quark-parton models and so on. 
These resulte have been confirmed at other scientific centres and 
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have been generally recognised. 
Below we discuss some experimental results that have been re

cently obtained at the synchrophasotron. Results of earlier studi
es can be found elsewhere*). 

2. Experimental test of consequences of the hypothesis of 
cumulative effect 

The hypothesis of the cumulative nuclear effect was first ad
vanced by A.II.Baldin in 19715). According to this hypothesis, In 
interactions of elementary particles with nuclei there occur par
ticles in the kinematical region forbidden for interactions with 
nucleons of the nucleus at rest. In this case properties of cumu
lative particles should be determined not by geometric characteris
tics of colliding objects but by local features of hadrosematter, 
i.e. they must satisfy the principles of local interaction and 
scale invariance. 

Secondary pions, the energy of which is much higher than the 
kinematical limit of UN collisions, were detected, already in first 
experiments carried out by V.S.Stavinsky'a group °) at the synchro
phasotron with a beam of relativistic deuterons. In particular, 
such Important properties of the cumulative effect were found ав 
scale invariance of inclusive spectra of pions and enhanced A-de-
pendence of inclusive production cross sections of hadron in cumu
lative processes ') , A year later the latter observation was con
firmed in proton-nuclear experiments for large transverse momentum 
by J.Cronin s ) . 

During the ensuing years some other consequences of the hypo
thesis of the cumulative effect have been confirmed experimentally. 
In the experiments of V.S.Stavlnsky's group it has been shown that 
the dependence of particle production cross sections on cumulative 
number is universal and theqdependence on the flavour of produced particles is extremely weak 7). A series of experiments, primarily 
experiments carried out by O.A.Leksin's group at the ITEP accele
rator 1°) allows one to measure the polarization of cumulative /f-
-hyperons, which has been found to be very large, and to ascertain 
a strong correlation in the production of cumulative.(P - and Л Im
pairs and no correlation for cumulative KfKf-palre ' ' ) . 

The main regularities resulting from the hypothesis of the cu
mulative effect have been studied rather completely. The processes 
of emulative particle production have been investigated over a 
broad range of energies and for nuclear interactions of different 
types 1 2 ) . These results have made it possible not only to test 
experimentally the most Important consequences of the hypothesis 
of the cumulative effect and to confirm its existence, but also to 
ascertain the universal character of its main properties for nucle
ar processes with large momentum-energy transfers in the region of 
relativistic energies (region of limiting nuclear fragmentation). 

It is difficult to interpret theoretically the above regulari
ties of the cumulative effect without ueing quantum chromodynamics 
and quark-parton models " ) . in fact, as already mentioned, in in
teractions of particles and nuclei with nuclei for large momentum 
transfers (Q)t1GeV/c) the quark degrees of freedom play an impor
tant role, and the quark nature of nuclear matter should be allow
ed for. Hence, the study of nuclear interactions for high energy 
is directly related to information on the quark structure of nuclei 
and, in particular, on the manifestation of multiquark states In 
nuclei and nuclear processes. In this connection the experimental 
test of the consequences and the ascertainment of the regularities 
of the cumulative effect are the most specific example of such a 
type of research. 
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2.1. Properties of invariant inclusive cross sections 
of cumulative particles 

To describe nuclear reactions in the region of relativistic 
energies, we use relativistic-invariant cross sections for inclu
sive reactions of the type 

I + II •»» 1 + X, I + II •»• 1 + 2 + X and so on 
measured in experiments. Cross sections _. ->_ 

and so on corresponding to these types of reactions are the func
tions of variables, A ( and А ц the atomic masses of colliding objects, F| and PM the four-dimensional vectors of their momenta 
and (P4P1 ), (P4P11) the products of the energy-momentum four-vec
tors which determine angular and energy distributions of seconda
ry particleв measured in the relativistic-invariant form. 

Introduce two new variables 14) 
£ = (P, P„)/mimiis<P?PH,"no2, 

the specific invariant energy of collision, and 
VlttlnKE^Pfcl/IErP,*)] 

longitudinal rapidities. Here P, • А,Р° and P„» A„Pg are the 
four-dimensional vectors of the momenta of colliding nuclei A,and 
A || with atomic mass m 0, energy E: and momentum projection P:2 on the reaction axis. In the rest system of nucleus I 

6 = E/A„m 0 

and in the rest system of nucleus II 
6 =E,/A,m0 

Beeides, the products of the energy-momentum four-vectors can be 
expressed as follows: 

(p, f£ = m,m Hch(y ry„) andty P j) = ял/л|2+р£ ch(y. -y,) From experiments on multiple particle production in hadron 
collisions it is known that the difference of the rapidities is 
Д у % 2 . Then 

e = ̂ 7 " : 8 C h 2 ' 3 7 w h e n <p. P.>"Wh А У 
Consequently, for an energy of relativietic nuclei £3.5 GeV/c/nu-
cleon the E -dependence of invariant cross sections of nuclear re
actions is insignificant, and the limiting nuclear fragmentation 
takes place. 

The existence of the region of limiting nuclear fragmentation 
has been determined in experiments performed by V.S.Stavinsky's 
group 9), These results have been confirmed more clearly by the 
groups of G.N.Leksin 15), K.SH.Eginian 1°) and L.S.Shroederl') who 
have studied cumulative processes in another type of nuclear re
actions and for other energies. 

In the region of limiting nuclear fragmentation the invariant 
cross sections of nuclear reactions are weakly dependent not only 
on £ , but also on other variables. As found in the first experi-
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ments of V.S.Stavinsky's group, the cross sections over this range 
of energies strongly depend only on the ratio of scalars 

1&Д? =
 V A R " exp(, v.) 

(p, ptt) m l ' f l 

i.e. the principle of scale invariance is valid. 
Using the definition of cumulative effect and taking the fore

going into account, one can determine the limit of the region of 
cumulative processes. The limit of the region of the cumulative ef
fect is£> 3.7 and .-= — 

р 0=ехр(у.- У |Г ' W Q* >1-
Here mp- 0.931 QeV and jft.s the kinematical variable which deter
mines the order of cumul&tivity; m R ° is the minimum target mass. 

Main experimental data on the cumulative effect have been ob
tained under these conditions. As already mentioned, the most im
portant of them have been first obtained by V.S.Stavinsky's group. 
This group has performed the mosi. complete experimental test of 
the consequences of the hypothesis of the cumulative effect and 
has made systematic studies of its regularities for large values of 
cumulative number B ° • 

The characteristic properties of collisions of particles and 
nuclei with nuclei originates from the idea of local interaction 
at large momentum transfers and from the fact that a point-like 
object receiving a momentum larger than that of the whole nucleon 
belongs to the group of nucleons of the nucleus. This means that, 
in studying processes of thiB type, the notion of nucleon inside 
the nucleus as a good quasi-particle loses its sense, and its quark 
structure must be allowed for. In other words, specific multiquark 
interactions are investigated which are directly related to the 
collectivity of quarks of the nucleus. This naturally allows one 
to use quark-parton structure functions of nuclei G(B°, P ) as a 
main property of nuclear processes at relativistic energy by ana
logy with hard interactions of hadrons.For relativistic nuclear 
collisions the distributions of quarks in the nucleus and the pro
bability that the constituent (quark) carries the momentum of a 
group of nucleons are determined by the function Gte°, Й ) in the 
region B ° > 1 . 

For'cumulative processes (the region where£>3.7 andR°^1) 
the inclusive cross section normalized to the atomic weight of the 
nucleus is well described by the expression '°) 

Edg _ Bo dV „ G I B o „2") 
An e x p l i c i t fimn of tt>eP£-dependence has been measured 9 ) i n cumula
t i v e react ions of di f ferent types and for a var ie ty of energ ie s . 
These data are well approximated by the fol lowing expression 

J0(pf) = 0.9 exp (-2.7 P*) + 0.1 
If the cross section measured is normalized to the functionflf 
one can obtain the cross section depending only onfi°, i.e. the 
structure function must take the following form: Ь(й°, О ) . 

The validity of this statement has been tested By the group of 
V.S.Stavlneky 1 0 ) and in experiments at the Fermilab accelerator 
for higher energy 20). Results of the experiments are presented in 
fig. 1a,b, respectively. Here the invariant production cross sec-
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tions of different cumulative particles are dependent on variable 
X introduced by V.S.Stavinsky 2 1 ) . The variable X is a generalised 
scale variable determining the effective cumulative number. Ibis 
variable differs from the Bjorken variable x • The relation between 
them Is found for deep inelastic scattering of leptons as fol
lows ТЭ)« , л 

JL ~ Ш О > Г Р Л _ x 

The cumulative region takes place when X > 1 . ?rom the figures one 
can draw the following conclusions: a) the X-dependence of inclu
sive production cross sections of cumulative particles is describ
ed by a unique exponential function 0(2) in interactions with a 
large set of nuclei and for different energies although the O(X) 
function for K~ and p markedly differs from that fortf* and K+ in 
absolute value; b) psrametrization of this dependence by the form 
a(X)*exp [ -X/<X> J leads to a universal value of 

* x dX v d p ' < X > «0.14 

The latter can be seen in fig. 2. where< X > has been measured in 
different experiments with different nuclei for different energies 
and values of X. 
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These results are extremely important for understanding the na
ture of the cumulative affect. They point directly to the quark 
mechanism of cumulative ргосеваеа. Indeed, the behaviour of the in
clusive cross sections for cumulative meson production (i.e. the 
equality of the cross sections forrr+ and K+ and a marked different 
ce from the cross sections for к" and K*) can be interpreted as a 
result of pickup from the symmetric quark sea of corresponding 
quarks by the valence quarks of the colliding objects. Then, e.g., 
the equality of the cross sections for K r and тг should be a re
sult of pickup from the sea of a and s* quarks by knocked out va
lence U queries. The production of K~ in this way will be strongly 
suppressed. 

The above results,obtained in the study of the cumulative effect 
have allowed A.H.Baldin to make concrete predictions concerning the 
absolute value and X-dependence of deep inelastic scattering cross 
sections for muons on nuclei 1 Э ) . 

This prediction was tested experimentally in a joint JINR-CERN 
experiment. The group of HA-4 studied the inelastic scattering of 
negative unions on carbon nuclei for an energy of 260 OeV and a mo
mentum transfer of Q *100 OeV/c 22). The structure functions of 
carbon nuclei Рч (X) and their dependence on variable XBQ /2M(KrE) 
were measured iirthe region X> 1. Results of the experiment are ° 
shown in flg.3. The figure also presents results calculated by sane 
theoretical models t — the Permi-etep model for a fermi momentum of 
0.22 GeV/c. As predicted, the structure function of nuclei had an 
exponential X-dependenoe, and the parameter <X> was found,within 
the experimental errors, to be 0.14 to.01, i.e. it is equal to uni
versal parameter • 

Thus, the results on deep inelastic scattering of leptons com-
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Fig. 4a 

pletely confirm the quark nature of the cumulative effect, the uni
versal character and validity of introducing the quark-parton 
structure functions of nuclei as main properties of nuclear proces
ses at large momentum transfers in the relativlstic region of ener
gies. In addition, these results argue against the opinion still 
existing that the cumulative effect is the process related to the 
Fermi motion of nucleons in the nucleus. 

2.2. Enhanced A-dependence 
Another important property of the cumulative effect origina

ting from the principle of local interaction was found as enhanc
ed (as compared to A ) dependence of production cross sections of 
cumulative particles on the atomic weight of the nucleus, i.e. a 
dependence of the type 

E ^ - =- A" dp 
where П • 1.0. In this case the power index n must depend on X 
and Pi.» 

The enhanced A-dependence of the cross sections for particle 
production, which is significantly different from a simple Ac/3 be
haviour, has been first studied by V.S.Stavlneky'e group 6>') in 
nuclear interactions with large momentum transfers. A similar ef
fect has been also observed by the group of J.Cronin 8 ) . 

Puther on the effect of enhanced A-dependence was studied by 
the group of V.S.Stavinsky in more detail 18). This group obtained 
experimental results for a broad range of nuclei (more than 20) 
and different types of produced particles. 

A summary of the results is presented in fig.4a,b. One can вее 
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that a) the A-behaviour of the cross sections strongly depends on 
the flavour of produced particles, namely, at "irat the cross sec
tions for pione sharply increase with increasing A and then, from 
As20, remain approximately constant; for kaona and protons the 
production cross sections, normalised to A, increase as A increa
ses and the transition to the A-dependence appears to set in only 
for A«100. b) The A-dependence of the cross sections is deter
mined neither by the momentum of produced particles nor by their 
emission angle,but by the value of cumulative number X. In fact, as 
already mentioned, the Inclusive cross sections of cumulative par
ticle production are well approximated by the expression 

In this case the quark-parton structure function G(X) ie of the 
form 

<ф) « А П e x P ( ' ^ J "here и-2/З + X/3. 
Consequently, as expected, with increasing X the cross section of 
cumulative particle production as a function of A is more markedly 
different from the simple А*Л behaviour. Figure 5 presents expe
rimental data of V.S.Stavinsky's group on the X-dependenue of the 
power index n in - A n 

lnrf(Apb)/f(AAlX (in the experiment n • — — — • ) • 
ln[ A p b / А Д 1 1 

100 , 200 
A 

Fig. 4b 
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As seen, n increases from 2/3 to 1 when X varies between 0,4 and 1, and for X > 1 , within the errors, the value of n does not change and its values are grouped around 1,i.e. in this case the enhanced A-dependence takes place. И J A similar character of the A-dependence of the inclusive cross sections for nuclear reactions with large momentum transfers is also observed in pion-nucleus в), 
0 П it lr* • D i gamma-nucleus *) and (for 

m ',"я» f other energies) proton--nucleus •") interactions. In fig.6 are presented 
л results of the recent pa

per. She power index of _. _ the A-dependence is shown rig. D as a function of variable К which coincides with the value of BP with a good precision. Proc the figure one can see that the enhanced A--dependence takes place for К 91.0 when the energy of collision is above 3.5 GeV/nucleon. The results of V.S.Stavimeky'e group are well confirmed by these data. To date the character of the A-dependence of the inclusive cross sections for nuclear reactions of different types has been studied in a series of experiments**). Por example, in experiments Я) it has been found that the invariant production cross sections of hadrons with large transverse (P. ) momenta in pA interactions can be nnrametrized by exponential & dependence 

d 3P 
whereof (P.) I s a n Increasing function of transverse momentum inde
pendent of A which is > 1 for large Pj_(the so-called "anomalous 
nuclear deviation"). An anomalous character of the A-dependence is also observed in nucleus-nucleus interactions for a momentum interval of 1 ~ 4 GeV/c/nucleoHJand in otof-collisions for ISR energies»). A description of different mechanisms advanced to dieouee the effeot of anomalous increasing the cross eections of particles with large P on nuclei and a more detailed list of references devoted to this subject can be found in papers M ) . In this review we discuss the experimental data obtained recently at the Dubna synchrophasotron, in which the anomalous A-dependence has been studied for the production of particles and nuclear fragments in proton-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus interactions. Hote that for nucleus-nucleus collisions it is natural to assume generalization of the parametrization by the exponential A--dependence used to describe proton-nucleus interactions. In particular, if we have a reaction of the type A+B"-h(f) + X, where A and В are the atomic weights of projectile and target-nucleus, a and f the registered hadron or fragment, by analogy to pA interactions we assume 
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Generally speaking, such 
parametrieatinn is undoub
tedly approximate and valid 
only for high enough ener
gies. A series of factors 
related to the nucleon 
structure of colliding nu
clei should be taken into 
account to describe experi* 
mental data in general 
terms 2a). However, as will 
be shown below, experimen
tal results are rather well 
described by the above para-
metrizetion. 

The behaviour of the 
invariant cross sections of 
negative pions and protons 
has been investigated ver
sus the atomic number of 
projectile (At) for p, d, 
4He and 1 2C interactions 
with Та at 4.2 OeV/c/nucle-
on by the group of the 2m 
propane bubble chamber ЗЯ), 

Experimental results are presented in fig.7. The cC(Pj.) dependence 
is shown for the case offl ~ production. As seen from the figure, 
within the errors Ы (Р,.}*1.0 if P^ 0.8 GeV/c. 

The A-dependence of the cross sections for protons is given 
in fig.8. The parametere<(Fx) has the following values obtained from this distribution: 1.0710.02 for Pf from 0.5 to 1.0(OeV/c? 
and 1.17Ю.ОЗ for P£ >1.0{GeV/c£. 

Figure 9 ehowe the dependence of ei (XjJ for"П ~-?esone in 
nucleue-nucleus and proton-nucleus interactio' 3. Here I a.» Pj./Pmex, 
where Pm«t l s * n e maximum momentum in the c.m.s. of nucleon-nucle
on collisions for corresponding energy and 

2 3 

Fig. 6 

R, •fej?) ' 
г d 3p ;A>Ta 

*fl|J PTa 
is the ratio of the differential cross sections forTI ~-mnson 
production. One can see that the data obtained by the group of the 
2m propane bubble chamber are in good agreement with results for 
pA interactions at 400 GeV and differ from data at 70 GeV/c " ) . 
One can understand such a difference if to keep in mind that the 
70 and 400 OeV/c data have been obtained for particles emi tted at 
angles close to 90° in the nuoleon-nucleon с.т.е., and the nucleus-
-nucleus data refer to inclusive particle production. 

Some new and interesting information on the A-dependenoe of 
the oross sections not only of particles but also of nuclear frag
ments has been obtained in experiments carried out at the synchro
phasotron for proton-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus interactions. 
Figure 10 presents data on the behaviour of the power index of the 
A-dependence of the cross sections for different fragments (it is 
denoted by N) versus P A in pA interactions . One can see that 
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with increasing the transverse momentum of produced fragments the 
index of exponential A-dependence achieves 1.0 much faster than 
for hadrone, and it is larger than 1 at Р ж> 0.5 GeV/c. 

A similar character of the A-dependen<:e of the cross sections 
for fragments is also observed for nucleus-nucleus interactions. 
Results of measurements made by the group of the 2m HEL streamer 
chamber 31 ) show that in interactions of 4.2 GeV/nucleon ot -par
ticles with Li, C, Al and Cu nuclei the value ofo( (Pj.) 1в~0.3 
for all fragmenting channels, and it becomes equal to 1.0110.06 
for events with small Impact parameter ("central11 collisions). 

Thus, all available data obtained in experiments at different 
energies in different types of interactions for different kinds of 
produced particles, jets and fragments directly point to the exis
tence of the A-dependence of production cross sections for particles 
and fragments in nuclear reactions with large momentum transfers 
and transverse momenta which is different from A 2/3, As a rule, in 
most papejre experimental data are approximated by the expression 
E (do/dp)-A", where the power index Ы. is larger than unity. 
This effect is called "anomalous nuclear deviation" 24). Yet such 
s form cf approximation is Insufficiently valid. 

In fact, the results obtained by the group of V.S.Stavineky 
show that the above approximation is good only for the case when 
the cross sections are measured for a small number of nuclei (in 
most of the papers being discussed the number of nuclei used in 
measurements is^T 4). If a large set of nuclei (much larger than 
four) is used In experiments as has been done by V.S.Stavinsky's 
group, the so-called "anomalous" A-dependence (i.e.E (d 6*/d рХГ/4 
whereo( > 1.0) is the reflection of the transition from the A2'-3 

type dependence to the A 1» 0 type dependence. Indeed, the A-depen
dence of the .cross eectione should have a universal behaviour, 
E(d67dp)~A1'U, for all relativietic nuclear collisions with large 
momentum transfers or transverse momenta. This effect is referred 
to as enhanced A-dependence. 

From the analysis of experimental data performed by A.Helis-
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of the cross sections for hadrons 
in hadron-nucleus interactions is 
explained using the hypothesis of 
hard (predominantly.single) quark-
-rarton collisions " ) , It was 
made an attempt 33) to describe 
the measured inclusive spectra of 
mesons with transverse momenta to 
6 QeV/c Ъу the model in which soft 
multiple and hard quark collisions 
inside the nucleus are taken into 
account. Ae can be Been from fig. 
11, the results of theoretical cal
culation qualitatively agree with 
the experimental data 8t?4) if 
quark confinement is allowed for 
in the model. 

Thus, although there are some 
positive results of a theoretical 
description of the effect of the 
enhanced A-dependence of particle 
production in nuclear reactions 
for relativistic energies, a de
tailed mechanism of this effect is 
not clear as yet. However, Rising 
available experimental data, pri
marily from the study of the cumu
lative effect, one can confirm 
that the enhanced A-dependence is 
quark in nature and is the result 
of reflection of the presence of 
multiquark fluctuations inside the 
nucleus. 

sinos 2 4) it follows 
that the conclusions 
on the anomalous A * -
-dependence of the 
cross sections for 
particles in nuclear 
processes at high ener
gy, where ot > 1 .0, are 
not universally valid. 
As mentioned above, 
there are many theore
tical approaches which 
claim to describe the 
effect of enhanced in
crease of the produc
tion cross sections 
for hadrons in nuclear 
reactions with large 
transverse momenta or 
momenta transfers (see, 
e.g.,27) ) . However, 
this effect is not yet 
explained satisfacto
rily. 

For example, the 
character of the en
hanced A 1 •''-dependence 
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2.3 Cumulative effect in multiple production 
processes 

The above result? of the experimental test of the hypothesis 
of cumulative effect have been obtained in the studies of inclu
sive reactions. 

An attempt to study cumulative processes in other than inclu
sive experiments has been made by the group of V.B.Lvubimov 35) 
in the analysis of pictures from the 2m propane bubble chamber 
expoeed to negative 40 OeV/c pions. The technique allowed the cha
racteristics of "accompanying" particles to be investigated along 
with cumulative particles. In particular, the experiment, made it 
possible to determine more valid selection criteria for cumulative 
reactions, to discover correlation effects between "meson" and 
"proton" cumulative processes and to obtain important information 
on their cross sections and the properties of accompanying par
ticles. Such experimental conditions allowed more abundant infor
mation to be obtained on the dynamics of cumulative processes as 
compared to inclusive experiments. 

The experimental results involved approximately 19000 inelas
tic IT "C interactions. In the analysis, the characteristics of 
secondary charged partiolee were studied in detail versus the cu
mulative variable В ° which defines the degree of cumulativity 
of piona or protons. With this aim the cumulative number of these 
particles was chosen in each event, i.e. 

f- «">*{?•} 
W h e r e О Л- г, \ у "' 

J»rfcf p i z ) / m 

determines the minimum target maas (the order of cumulativity) 
which is required for the production of a hadron with energy Ej. 
and momentum projection V±% on the reaction axle. The following characteristics of secondary particles were 
studied< average multiplicity, average momentum and emission 
angle in the laboratory system, average rapidities, etc. These 
characteristics were studied for secondary^ -mesons with a 
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maximum value of fi° in a 
given event (П 0-jneson)as well as for all other 71 -
-mesons СП a-meson) acoau-panying the Tl c-meson. 
The behaviour or the above 
properties versus R e 

allowed two groups of 
events to be separated 
which are distinctly dif
ferent from one another. 
Results of the experiment 
are presented in fig.12a, 
b. One can see that the 
properties for Tl c - and 
TJ a-pione versus В ° 
change at P° » 0.6 'and 
for protons at B°»1»2. 
Croup I is characterised 

<9 12 b 

by R u 0.6 for plona and B° £ 1.2 for protons. For these 
events the oharacteristice under study change with fi • to the 
boundary values of one. : 

eroup II has В °> 0.6 for "plone and 
B°>i.2 for protons. For these events all the studied charac 

teristlcs (except t for Tl „-aeeons which increases with increa
sing BIHK B e ) for Tl с- м» 4 •% --иевопа and protons do not change 
with "в 0. Such a character Sf the dependence of the properties 
of secondary particles directly points to the existence of two In
dependent and different in their nature sources of pion and pro-

15 



Fig. 13 

ton production in hadron-nucle-
us interactions at high energy. 
One of them (i.e. events of 
group II with B°>0,6 for pi
ous and Q °> 1 .2 for protons) 
has the general nature expected 
of cumulative pion and proton 
production. The analysis of the 
events from group II shows that 
the processes, which lead to cu
mulative pion production, are 
independent of the processes of 
cumulative proton production. 
Only л. 125t of cumulative pro
tons are accompanied by the 
emission of cumulative pions, 
and this fraction does not de
pend on the degree of cumulati-
vity of protons. 

The estimate of the cross 
sections for cumulative pion 
and proton production gives the 
same value of -v 11mb. 

The experimental conditions 
made it possible to measure the 
inclusive production cross sec
tions of pions and protons emit
ted into the backward hemisphe
re in the laboratory system 
versus p2 and Й °. In so 
doing, the cross sections are 
factor!eed as: 

E 4 ^ ~exp(-p2/<pi)exp(-p°/<pe) dp x x r 

Results of the experiment are shown in fig. 13. One can see that 
a) the behaviour of the production cross sections for cumulative 
pions ( Nfj m 1 ) and for cumulative pion "j«ts" ( Нц> 2 ) is 
parametrized by the same dependence exp (- B°/<Er>), where the 
values of <B°> a " 0.13O+O.OO5 and 0.143Ю.О04, respectively. 
к similar behaviour of the inclusive cross sections for cumulative 
particles and a group of particles versus J$° agrees with the hy
pothesis of soft quark hadronization and serves ae an additional 
argument in favour of using quark-parton structure functions of 
nuclei as the main characteristics of ralativistic nuclear colli
sions! b) the dependence of the cross sections on P 2 strongly dif
fers for different values of R°. If the experimental data are 
approximated by exp(-P? /<P?>)ithe following values can be obtain
ed for К » O.O34*O.O02(GeV/c)2 f<>r ° < B e < 0.5 and 0.13i0.02 
(GeV/c)2 for 0.5 «CB°<2. These results •'serve a good argument in 
favour of the validity of selection of the cumulative region. 

The character of the dependence of the inclusive production 
cross sections for cumulative protons on R° is similar to that 
observed for pions. However, the value of R° ?° r protons la 
somewhat lr»vjor, and it increases with increasing the multiplicity 
of accompanying particles. A similar behaviour of the cross secti
ons for cumulative particles in hadron-nucleua interactions at a 
large variety of energies (In this experiment £ »286) is on» more 
evidence for the existence of the Halting fragmentation region of 
nuclei. 
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Figure 14 shows the 
average characteristics of 
leading pionB. One can see 
that the characteristics of 
leading pions, i.e. such pi-
ons which have a maximum mo
mentum for a given event and 
*»P /Pmax>0.9 in the Л Н 
с.т.е., are independent of 
B°. This fact can be ex

plained by the mechanism in which leading pione are produced from 
spectator quarks that pass through the nucleus without interaction, 
whereas cumulative particles are produced in hard collisions with 
another quark о* the incident pion. 

Figure 15 presents the angular distributions of protons for 
all groups of events: protons with R°< 0.6 and protons with 
j3°>0.6. For the events, in which protons have B°*°.6» one 

can observe an enhancement at cos *«0.5 although the momentum dis
tributions of these protons have no distinct anomalies. This may 
be due to the motion in nuclear matter of a colour charge of that 
quark which did not take part in hard collision inherent in cumu
lative processes. The enhancement found in the angular distribu
tions of protons from the events with B°^0.6 was also observed 
in the events with the total disintegration of the nucleus - , b ) . 

Thus the regularities of cumulative particle production,de
termined in this experiment providing the maximum number of accom
panying particles were detected, well confirm the conclusions drawn 
from the study of purely inclusive reactions, give new important 
information on cumulative processes and make an emphasis on the 
validity that these processes correspond to the quark-pdrton pic
ture of hard collisions. 
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2.4. Jet behaviour of hadrons in cumulative 
nuclear collisions 

Numerous studies of Jet hadron production in different pro
cesses, suoh as 6+«~, i p and hadron-hedron collisions, have shown 
that in these Interactions the jet» of secondary particles have a 
variety of universal properties 37). Por example, one of the impor
tant and global properties of hadrons is their jetness which can 
be determined by "sphericity" 

S . 3/2min(Zl£i /ZIP^D > «he?» ^ «*• 
the momenta of secondary charged particles in the c.m.s. of colli
ding objects and Р ц are the transverse momenta of ̂ articles 
with respect to thejet axle, for which the sum Z Pfj ha* a mi
nimum value i e ) . The value of S is equal to 1 for events with a 
large number of secondary particles distributed isotropically in 
phase space and 3 << 1 if two narrowly oollimated groups of parti
cles emitted to the opposite sides relative to the direction of 
primary particl* Cur beam particle) are produced in the interac
tion. 

Figure 16 illustrates average values of the sphericity versus 
energy in the c.m.s. of colliding particles for different types of 
interaction. One can see that the jet characteristics of hadrons 
axe practically similar in these interactions for corresponding 
c.m.s. energies. This and other facts indicate that a single me
chanism of quark/gluon hadronlzation is realized to the jet of se
condary particles in different, at first glance, processes. 

Below we discuss the data on the Jet characteristics of multL-
nucleon TI"0 interactions of the cumulative type for a momen
tum of 40 GeV/c obtained by the group of the 2m propane bubble 
chamber. The jet characteristics of hadron-nucleus interactions 
have been scaibely investigated 39). Nevertheless, they are of in
terest to solve different problems associated with nuclear inte
ractions 40). 

The method of event selection and experimental data analysis 
are described in detail in 41), for comparison with data on e*e~ 
annihilation, the events were selected, in which the multiplicity 
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of secondary charged partioles was i 4. A possible mechanism of jet particle production in hadron-nu-cleus processes is shown in fig. 17. In the figure are presented the corresponding diagrams for e+e" and TI"p interactions. Figure 18e,b depicts the value of < S > for the jets of secondary charged particles versus energy in the с.т.е. of colliding objects for e+e( v » О ) , TI~p(0) and T1~C( • , Д } interactions. The value of <. S > is presented for tt» jets emitted to the forward (fig. 16a) and backward (fig. 18b) hemispheres in the case of e*e~ and Tl "p interactions and the jets having extra cumulative par-tic lee ( • ) or without them ( Д ) for Tl ~C interactions. From the figure one can see the following: 
- The values of < 8 > for the jets from 71 ~C interactions, emitted in the direction of primary pion and having cumulative /noncumulative particles, do not differ from one another and agree with the e+e" and Tl ~p data for equal с.т.е. energies. 
- The value of < S > for the jets from Tl "0 interactions, emitted backwards and having cumulative particles, ie much smaller than for the jets free of cumulative partioles and differs from similar e +e~ data. -The value of < S > for the jets from Tl ~G interactions, having cumulative particles, is practically invariable as the number of Interacting nuoleons of the carbon nucleus inoreases. 
Figure 19a,b presents the value of < S > versus the energy in the с.т.е. of colliding objecte for the jets of secondary charged partioles emitted in the direction of primary pion (fig. 19a) and against it (fig. 19b). In this case in the cumulative and noncumulative jets all charged partioles, emitted backwards in the collision с .т.е., had B°*1.5 and _B°i 1.5, respectively (the value of fi° was measured in section 2.3). As is seen from the figure, r 

- The value of < S > for the cumulative and nonoumulative jets from Tl "0 interactions, emitted in the direotion of primary pion, well agrees with similar е е and n ~p data for equal energy in the с.т.е.. - The value of < S > for the nonoumulative jets from Tl ~C interactions, emitted to the backward hemisphere, does not coincide with the e e'and Tl ~p data. 
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In addition to the study of general properties of the hadron 
jets from "П "C interactions, specific characteristics of particles 
of a definite type belonging to different kinds of jets have been 
investigated in this comparative analysis. In particular, e.g., 
the following properties of hadrons in the jute were studied (and 
compared to the e*e~ data): average multiplicity of particles, 
their longitudinal and transverse variables (P., X u) relative to the Jet axis, their rapidities and so on. 

These results are not presented because of a small volume of 
this report. However, the main conclusions on all the data on the 
jet behaviour of hadrons in "П "C interactions can be briefly for
mulated as follows| 

- In cumulative TI "с interactions for a momentum of 40 GeV/c, 
when the number of colliding nucleons is ^ 5, one can observe the 
production of the jets of secondary charged hadrons emitted in the 
direction of primary pion and against it in the collision с.т.е. 
The_value of < S > for both jete coincides with the e*e" and 
71 p data for equal energies in the c.m.s. 

- She jete involving_cumulative hadrons are much narrower 
that those in e e~ and TI ~p interactions. 

- The multiplicity of charged hadrons in cumulative TI ~C in
teractions is coincident with a similar value for e e~ interactions 
for equal energies in the с.т.е. It is much smaller for noncumula-
tive "Л С interactions. 

- The distribution of pions in cumulative TI ~c interactions 
over the longitudinal and transverse momentum variables relative 
to the jet axis agrees_with a similar distribution of these vari
ables for pions in e e" collisions. The distribution of pro-tone in 
cumulative jets over similar variables significantly differs from 
that of pions. 

- The probability of hadron jet production in the fragmenta
tion nuclear region for .cumulative TI ~C interactions is much lar
ger than the probability of the production of one charged hadron 
for Ti P interactions at the ваше energy of Incident pion. 
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2.5. Cumulative effect and quark-parton structure 
functions of nuclei 

The results of an experimental test of the hypothesis of cu
mulative effect made it possible to ascertain rather rigorously 
that in nuclear reactions with large momentum transfers hadrons 
cannot be considered as elementary particles. One should take into 
account their quark structure, i.e. specific multiquark interac
tions which are due to the collectivity of quarks or irreducable 
of quark-parton structure functions of nuclei to one-nucleon. In 
particular, the experimental data on limiting nuclear fragmenta
tion obtained by the group of V.S.Stavinsky allowed one to intro
duce the concept of quark-parton structure functions of nuclei as 
main characteristics of relativistic nuclear collisions with large 
momentum transfers and to predict the universality of their proper
ties for deep inelastic scattering of leptons on nuclei. 

Using the property of relatively weak coupling of quarks in
side hadrons, the quark-parton model, which is an analog of impulse 
approximation in nuclear physics, allows the cross section of hard 
collisions of hadrons to be expressed as the product of the nonco-

jll constituents 
•) to observe 

herent scattering cross sections of particles on a. 
6"? of hadron В and the probability Go/i,(xf Q . 
constituent b inside hadron B, i.e. B/b v 

6T B(x,Q 2)»2 6f; G B / b ( x , Q 2 ) 
with 
B, Q2, 
- Q2/ 

.>/"< Q 2) x, Q"J the quark-perton structure function of hadron 
the square of the four-momentum transferred and x » 
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'(2Pq) the fraction of momentum^ P of hadron В carried by 
constituent b. The cross section (>P » A / Q4 depends only on 
Q2 and describee the interaction of point-like charges _n the lep-

ton case. This enables the cha
racteristics of quark-parton 
structure functions of nuclei 
'.o be measured directly in stu
dies of deep inelastic scatte
ring of leptons on nuclei. 

AB noted, this fact was 
first tested in the joint JINR-
-CERN NA-4 experiment 23), in 
which the deep inelastic scat
tering of negative muons on car
bon nuclei was stidled for an 
energy of 280GeV. The measured 
characteristics of quark-parton 
structure functions of carbon 
nuclei were found to be the sa
me вв in the experiments on li
miting nuclear fragmentation. 

These conclusions have be
en recently confirmed by expe
rimental results obtained at 
CERH and SIAC. In these experi
ments the deep inelastic scatte
ring of muons (CERH) and elect
rons on Pe and D nuclei were 
studied. 

Studying the X-dependence 
of the ratio of the structure 

I E87Sysl. Errorltl.lV.) 
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Fig. 20 
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functions of Ре.and D nuclei obtained from the measurements of the 
deep inelastic scattering of muone, the CEHN group 42) has shown 
that there is a strong difference in the characteristics of these 
functions for iron and deuterium in the region x £ 0.7. The SLAC 
group 43) has confirmed this effect analyzing the data on de
ep inelastic scattering of electrons on the same nuclei. 

These experimental data are presented in fig.20. In the figure 
are also shown results calculated for the effect of Fermi motion 
(solid line) assuming that this effect dominates. The experimental 
data of both groups are in good agreement. Besides, the observed 
character of the ratio of the structure functions of Fe and D nu
clei versus x cannot be explained by the known nuclear mecha
nisms 4 4 ) , «The data show that the momentum distribution of quarks 
inside the nucleon becomes disturbed due to the presence of other 
nucleons", write the authors of paper 4 3 ) . Consequently, quark-pap-
ton models must be used for experimental data interpretation. 

In other words, the experimental results 42,43) directly 
point to the quark nature of the observed effect and completely 
confirm the conclusions drawn previously from the experiments on 
the cumulative effect at the synchrophasotron. 7 q 

In fact, if the data of V.S.Stavinsky's group ''*) discussed 
above are presented as the variables of fig.20, one can see (fig. 
21) that the CEHN and SLAG results are in good agreement with the 
Dubna data in the overlapped region of x values. In addition, 
the Dubna data give new information on the properties of structure 
functions of nuclei for the region of large values of x (not yet 
studied in lepton-nucleus processes) t-3 well as on the property of 
structure functions of nuclei different from 4 2 f 4 3 ) , 

ем en. 
ел. 

3. Search for multiquark statee in nuclei 
The question of the existence of multiquark states in nuclei 

has been intensively discussed in a series of theoretical р а р е ш * ) . 
The study of multiquark etates, 
when quarks belonging to the 
group of nucleons are mixed, can 
give valuable information on the 
nature of asymptotic freedom and 
quark confinement, Consequently, 
the question of the existence of 
multiquark states is to date one 
of the important problems of 
quark physics. 

The observation of multi
quark states should be expected 
in processes involving relati
vist! с nuclei. For example, the 
above data on the study of cu
mulative effect allowed us to 
broaden ideas of the quark na
ture of nuclear matter and, in 
particular, of the manifesta
tion of multiquark states in 
nuclear reactions with large 
momentum transfers for relati
vist! с energies. 

The search for a possible 
manifestation of multiquark deg
rees of freedom in nuclei has 
been performed by the groups of 
M.O.Meehcheryakov 46) and 
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so 

Fig. 21 
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L.N.Strunov *"0 in studies of inelastic scattering processes of 
deuterons on different nuclei in reactions of the type 

d + A' » A + X, where A a p, d, 0, CHg,... and A' • p, d. 
In the experiment of U.G.Meshcheryakov'e group deuterons ha

ving momenta of 4.3 and 6.30eV/c were scattered by target nuclei 
at an angle of 103 mrad so that the four-momentum transfer squared 
/t/ was :> 0.4lfaeV/d2, In the experiment of L.N.Strunov's group the 
primary momentum of deuterons was 8.9QeV/c and protons were emit
ted at an angle of < 0.4° so that the value of /t/ reached $ 0.4 

The data on the inelastic scattering cross sections of deute-
rons versus /t/ obtained in these experiments are shown in fig.22. 
In the same figure are presented the data of paper 4°), in which 
the cross sections were measured for deuteron momenta of 3.5 and 
5.8GeV/c and a deuteron detection angle of 43.6 mrad. As seen from 
the figure, the data presented show that the behaviour of the егоз 
sections vereue /t/ is complicated in character: it slowly changes 
with increasing /t/ from /t/ » 0.2peV/c)?. An analysis of the deu
teron spectra in the region /t/>0.2peV/c^ shows 46) that there 
is a structure characteristic of exoitation processes of nucleoli 
resonances. This fact means that the incident deuteron, to a large 
extent, loses a significant fraction of its momentum and does not 
"disintegrate" into individual nucleons. The mechanism of this 
process can be explained assuming that the deuteron has a quark 
structure and the multiple scattering of quarke of the incident 
deuteron on quarks of the target-nucleus makes a major contribu
tion to the reaction cross section. Based on thie point of view, 
the authors of paper 49) satisfactorily reproduced the basic re
gularities of inelastic reactions p + P •» p + I and d + P «~ 
••- d + X. In particular, in order to describe the above results 
obtained by the group of M.G.Mashcheryakov, it was necessary to 
introduce the "hybrid" wave function of deuterons containing the 
contribution of a six-quark state. As is seen from fig. 23 (solid 
line), the beat agreement with experiment ia reached if one assum
es that in the reaction d + p » d + I the dominating contribu
tion belongs to excitation processes of nucleon resonances and to 
~ 556 of six-quark admixture in the wave function of the incident 
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Fig. 23 deuteron. 
The use of the hybrid wave functi

on of deuterons allows one to interpret 
experimental data obtained by the group 
of L.N.Strunov 47), The spectrum of pro
tons, produced in the reaction d + A — 
w p + X and identified by means of Ce-
renkov threshold counters, was measured 
in this experiment. The measured inva
riant сговв sections of the yield of 
protons for С and CHo targets are shown 
in fig.24. Results of calculations made 
using the hybrid model, in which the 
wave function of relativistic deuteron 
is of the form 

are given in the same figure. To calcu-
•onntu. in d.ut.roo r. .t f r . . . (».V/c) l a t e t h , „ j ^ . functions 4* „„ and Ц* fi™ 

c. the Paris potential (PARIS ifi the fi- ч 

M 9 . 24 gure) and the oscillator quark model 
were respectively used. A comparison of the calculated reeults and 
experimental data was made over the range of proton momenta from 
5.0 to 7.50eV/c (or from 110 to 500 MeV/c in the deuteron rest sys
tem). The absolute normalization was made to the spectrum region 
with small momenta. Ae seen from the figure, the experimental data 
are well described by the calculated results over all the momentum 
spectrum range except for 290-390 lfeV/c. The root-mean-square of 
6q-state, the admixture of 6q-state in the deuteron and the rela
tive phaee of np- and 6q-components in the wave functions of the 
deuteron fitted in the experiment are presented in Table II. 

From the table one can see that the contribution of 6q-state 
in the deuteron is practically the same end equals гь 1056 
despite different isoapin target states. 

The existence of the 6q-component of the deuteron has been re
cently supported by the 3ULC group " ) . Shi* 
sis of all previous data and results from paper 

grous made an analy-
er -*2) to obtain ln-
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Table II 

Type of Probability Phase of np- and ТГ/degree 
target of 6q-admixture r (6q) fm 6q-components of freedon 
С 2(5.4 ± 0.6» 0.99+0.04 (95 ± 7 ) e 1.6 
CH 2 2-(4.3 ± 0.4J* 0.95 ± 0.05 (82 + 6)« 1.9 

formation on the character of the momentum spectrum of nucleons in 
the deuteron at deuteron electrodisintegration (the energy of 
electrons was from 6 to 20 OeV and Q z from 8 to 10(GeV/cy). Re
sults of the analysis era gLim in fig.25a. The momentum distribution 
of nucleons in the deuteron is presented as the square of the wave 
function | Ш (K2) I 2 versus.variable К which is called the nucle-
on momentum of spectator P . The data of L.K.Strunov1» group in 
the same variables are shown in fig.25b. As seen from the figures, 
the SLAC data are in good agreement with the results of L.H.Stru-
nov's group and confirm their conclusion on the existence of 6q-
-state in the deuteron. 

As noted above, in the comparative analysis of the data ob
tained by L.N.Strunov'e group and the calculated results ueing the 
hybrid model, an enhancement is observed over the range of proton 
momenta 290 i, P* & 390HeV/c which is not described by the hybrid 
model. This enhancement can be due either to the process described 
by a triangular diagram with nucleon isobars in the intermediate 
state or to the process d + N -«- d + N, where d » p + N. The 
first statement is, however, hardly probable. In fact, the indepen
dence of the momentum spectra of nucleons in the deuteron of iso-
epin target-nucleus states indicates that spin-dependent effects 
of interaction in the final state are weak. ?or example, from the 
experiment it follows that for OH2 and С targets the ratio of the 
cross sections, R(CH2)/R(C), is equal to 1.00 + 0.07 ( R -

-? ( e &„ "eft. v?*m ' 1 exp fit j fir 

Fig. 25a 
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Рог the process with nucleon isobars in the intermediate state with 
isospin different from zero, this ratio should be ouch larger than 
unity (e.g., it should be ~1.22 for the effective number of nucle-
ons >4 inside the carbon nucleus). Hence the enhancement observed 
in the experiment can be more naturally interpreted aa the diffrac
tion production of dibaryon resonance with isospin 1-0 and mass M 
~ 2 GeV/c2. 

To check this statement, the invariant mass spectrum of d-sys-
tem was constructed (see fig.26). The reproduction of this process 
(i.e. d + N -и» d + N) by Monte Carlo and its comparison with the 
experimental data lead to the following parameters of the dibaryon 
resonance: H - (2.14 t 0.01)GeV/o2 and « (80 ± 10)H«V/c2. Such 
a state was predicted theoretically 54,50)t o ut an experimental evidence for its existence was obtained for the first time. The di
baryon resonance can be interpreted as the production of 6q-bag in 
the interaction of deuteron with target-nucleus. 

A search for multiquark resonance states wau performed at the 
synchrophasotron in experiments on the observation of "exotic" par
ticles not described by conventional quark models. 

The existence of such particles in nature was predicted in a 
series of theoretical papers (see, e.g., 55) ). 

At the High Energy Laboratory, JIHR the search for multiquark 
resonance states was first performed by the group of B.A.Shahbazi-
an in 1962 5*>) in the analysis of pictures obtained by means of a 
24-litre propane bubble chamber irradiated with ~70eV/c neutrons 
and 40eV/c Tl '-mesons. The invariant mass spectra of 49 systems, 
involving A°-hyperons over a broad range of hypercharge, strange
ness and baryon number, were investigated. 

As a result of this analysis, statistically significant peaks 
were observed only in the invariant mass spectra of the systems 
having Y < 1. A summary of the data is presented in table III. 
As seen, the parameters of the multiquark resonances observed in 
the experiment are in good agreement with predictions of the bag 
model. Some of the resonances presented in the table were observed 
in other experiments '") devoted to studies of multiquark reso
nance states in Kd and Ti d interactions. 
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Fig. 26 
Presently the search for and study of resonance states of the 

indicated type are being performed using the 2m propane bubble 
chamber exposed to beams of relativistic nuclei. 

In the experiment carried out by Yu.A.Troyan's group multi-
quark resonance states with isospin I> 3/2 have been searched for 
and studied using a 1m hydrogen bubble chamber irradiated with 
monochromatic neuterons having energies of <T 5.1 GeV ->э). In the 
analysis of the invariant mass spectra pTl+Tl* and nT1~Tl~ from 
reactions ар -"-рт! +Т1 +п'П " T>~, statistically significant peaks 
were observed for masses 1438,1522 and 1894 HeV/c2 and widths 
£30, t 20 and 4 40 MeV/e2, respectively which points to the exis

tence of baryon resonances with isospin 1-5/2. All the data on pa
rameters of these resonances, their production cross sections of 
theoretical models are presented in table IV. Currently the work 
is being performed to increase statistics and to define quantum 
numbers of these resonances. 

4. Multiple production processes of particles/frag
ments in relativistic nuolear collisions 

Multiple production processes of particles and fragments fozn 
a main part of the total cross section for relativistio nuclear 
interactions. A picture, obtained using the 2m propane bubble cham
ber (see fig.27) exposed to a beam of 50GeV oarbon nuclei, illus
trates suoh a type of processes. In the picture one csn see not on
ly multiple particle production but also the production of frag
ments of the oarbon nucleus which, in its turn, interacts 
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Fig. 27 

with another carbon nucleus producing secondary particles. 
A large amount of physics data on multiple processes has be

en obtained on beams of the synchrophasotron by means of track de-
vices*4{From these results a fairy complete picture of the mecha
nism of these processes emerges. In particular, it has been found 
that the main characteristics of nuclear processes for an energy 
of > 1 GeV/nucleon are well described by a superposition of the 
characteristics of nucleon-nucleon interactions and the average 
transverse momentum of secondary particles is limited to —350H«V£, 
Independent of the energy of the colliding objects. A comparison 
of the experimental data on multiple particle production with the 
theoretical calculations using additive nucleon model predictions 
gives good agreement for all the main characteristics of these 
processes. The validity of this fact follows from small momentum-
energy transfers in multiple production processes that make a ma
jor contribution to the total cross section. In this case the nu
cleon is a "good" quasi-particle. 

4.1• Inelastic cross sections of nuclear interactions ' 

The character of the behaviour of the total inelastic cross 
section of relativiatic nuclei la an argument in favour of this 
statement. g 1 At present there are many papers ) devoted to the measure
ment of total inelastic cross sections of nuclear collisions for 
energies above 1 OeV per nucleon. The whole complex of these re-
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Table III 

M 2 (MeV/cZ) 

I. Strang* dibaryons - candidates for q states 
1. Л P (I - 1/2, Y - 1, В - 2, S - -1 

(HeV/o2) 
Significance Gfprod.' ш . 

(jib) (MeV/c*) 

Bag model 
^predictions^ 

2255.2±0.4 16.9±2.3 8.05*1.32 85.3*20.0 2241 2 + 

2354.3*0.7 56.1+5.0 6.2541.25 65.0+17.0 2353 2" 
2183.2+0.6 3.7+0.7 5.56+1.23 60.0±15.0 2169 1 + 

2 . Л РТТ (I - 3 /2 , 1 /2 , У • 1, В - 2, S - -1 

(MeV/c 2) (UeV/c 2) 
Signif icance 

< N e t . d e v . ) 

6"prod. 
(fib) 

Bag model 
predict ions 

(MeV/c 2) J 

2495.2*8.7 ' 204.715.6 12.86+1.68 70.5*15.0 2500 0~,1~,2 _ 

I I . Strange exo t i c baryons -candidates for q q 4 - e t a t e s д п п 

(MeV/c 2) 
Signif icance 6fprod. 

( f ib ) 

Bag ;aodel 
oredict ions 

M 2 
(MeV/c 2) (MeV/c 2) 

Signif icance 6fprod. 
( f ib ) * 2 J P 

(MeV/c 2) J 

1704.9*0.9 18.0*0.5 5.3 ± 1.6 19.0*0.6 
2071.6+4.0 172.9*12.4 10.3 + 1.5 88.0*27.0 
2604.914.8 85.9+21.5 5.2 + 1.4 31.9*9.0 

1710 1/2" 
2120 1/2" 
2615 3/2" 

suits leads to the following characteristic properties: a) within 
the experimental errors the cross sections are independent of the 

energy of colliding objects; b)there is a weak dependence of the 
cross sections on the size of target-nucleus (At) as the atomic weight of the projectile (Aj) increases; and c) the cross sections 
for energies above 1 GeV/nucleon are well described by a simple 
geometric model with overlap. 

Figure 28 presents a summary of the data on total inelastic 
cross sections for nuclear Interactions versus Ai and At. In the 
same figure are Ellen experimental data, recently obtained at the 
synchrophasotron b z ) , on„the measurement of inelastic cross secti
ons for interactions of "He with C,A1, Cu and Pb nuclei at 4.1 
GeV/nucleon. One can see that all the experimental data (except 
the 1&G -f С point from paper 63) ) are well described by the geometric model with overlap, in which the parameter of overlap JJ 
depends on the atomic weights of the colliding nuclei. Approxlma-
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Table IV 

Tree 
(MeV/o2) (HeV/c z) 

J P mode 
decay 

exp 1438 23 3 /2* . 5 /2* Лп 
1522 £ 2 0 1/2*. 3 /2" , 5 / 2 + дт, » ктт 
1894 < 4 0 - Дл • * л 

B.H. 2000 - 5/2" -
1450-1470 - 1/2" -

JSM 1550 - 3/2" -
1900 - 1 / 2 + , 3 / 2 + , 5 / 2 + -

SSH 1400-1700 яЗО for 5 / 2 + 

"ree " 1 « 8 Д-п 

J. -(JINR) 

Л 0 * А ( L B L) 
a P*A ( | T E P ) 

ft" $& 

Fig. 28 
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Fig. 29a Fig. 29 b 
ting the experimental data by the curve from the formula 

б^-ЮЛН^А^+А^.^/З + A-1/3,)2 f 

one geta the following values for the parameters RQ-1.30 fm and 
£-0.93. 

4.2. Multiple production of fragments and their interaction cross sections 
Not all nucleona of the incident nucleus interact in the inelastic collision of relativistio nuclei with nuclei. Owing to a relatively coupling of nuoleons inside the nucleus, a part of them remains spectators (stripping effect). Mot only nucleone but also projectile fragments (fragaentation effect) can be such stripped objects in collisions of nuclei heavier than the deuteron. The effect of nuclear fragmentation in nucleus-nucleus interactions has been studied at the synchrophasotron by maws of the 2m propane-bubble b i ) and streamer chambers **) and nuclear emulsions " ) . A great deal of information on this process has been obtained in these experiments. 
Figure 29a presents data on the production oroas sections 

_.. __.. target-for an energy of 4.2 OaV/nuoleon. One oan see that a) the dependence of the cross sections of fragment production on the atomic weight of target-nuoleus is well described by the curve obtained from the model of multiple scattering. In so doing! the probabili-
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ties of joining noninteracting nucleons to a coupled system turn 
' out to be rather large, 
b) The behaviour of the cross sections of nuclear fragmentation 
versus the charge of fragment production is approximated by the 
curve composed of two exponents with a kick point at Zf-3. 
o) for 1 2C + propane interactions an excess yield of He nuclei 
(cC-particles) is observed which are often produced in groups» In 
particular, one «C -particle is produced in (3913)%, two in 
(5113)* and three in (10+3)*,of events. 

In. a number of papers ъ ь ) devoted to the study of inelastic 
nuclear collisions for high energies the effect of "anomalous" in
creasing interaction cross sections for secondary stripping frag
ments having charge Zf > 2 of projectiles with target-nucleus has 
been reported. This information has aroused considerable interest 
because this effect can be directly associated with the possible 
existence of excited fragments with an anomalously large cross 
section and a lifetime of <v 10~'°s. However, the present-day ex
perimental situation of a real existence of such fragments ("ano
malous") ie ambiguous and requires futher studies*'/. ~ 

An attempt to observe anomalous has been made by the group™ 
at the 2m propane bubble chamber, HEL on a beam of carbon nuclei 
with a momentum of 4.2 GeV/c/nucleon. Interaction cross sections 
of secondary fragments with Zf - 5 and 6 in propane were measured. 
The charge of the fragments was identified by the density of о -
-electrons and by evaluating the total charge of stripping frag
ments in primary and secondary stars °°). 

Figure 30a shows the dependence of the number of noninterac
ting fragments on the distance X from the primary star (open 
circles), i.e. the speed of decreasing the number of fragments is 
shown as a function of target thickness. The expected decrease 
(dashed lines) is evaluated using the experimental data on inte
raction cross sections of primary protons, deuterons, He and С 
nuclei in propane obtained by this group under the same conditi
ons ' )• For the fragments with Zf • 6 the slope of the line cor
responds to the interaction cross sections of beam nuclei with 
propane, and for the fragments with Zf ж 2 and 5 the lines are 
plotted taking into account corrections to the interaction cross 
sections of 'He and 1 2C nuclei with propane because of the admix
ture of other isotope states. These data are normalized to the 
number of observed fragments for X > 10cm. As it follows from the 
figure, at small distances X(X 10cm) one can see distinctly the 
loss of fragments w^th Zf в 2 and the increased number of frag
ments with Zf ш 6. This is due to the superposition of the tracks 
of fragments with Zf ж 2 (or other charged particles) in proximi
ty to the primary star that imitates fragments with large charge. 

The experimental data given in fig.30a can be represented as 
the dependence of cross sections of fragments on their atomic 
weight. Such a dependence is shown in fig.30b. The dashed line is 
the result of approximation of the measured interaction cross sec
tions of primary protons, deuterons, He and С nuclei with propane 
(black triangles in the figure). The interaction cross sections 
of secondary fragments with propane are denoted by black circles. 
From the figure it is seen that the slope of the distribution of 
experimental points for fragments with Zf • 5 and 6 is larger 
than that of the dashed lines. This means that the cross sections 
of fragmente with Zf • 5 and 6 is larger than the expected value 
(~10%). This result is an evidence for the-possible existence of 
excited fragmente with a lifetime of - 10" 1 0 which gives an ano
malous value of their cross section in propane. 
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4.3. Some characteristics of particles produced in 
inelastic nucleus-nucleus interactions 

A systematic study of characteristics of secondary particles 
produced in inelastic nucleus-nucleus collisions for relativistic 
energies is the important source of information not only on one-
-nucleon but also on multlnucleon interactions which give rise to 
multiple particle production. The etudy of properties of these 
particles versus the "multinucleonic degree" allows the dynamics 
of their production to be reconstructed fairly completely. 

4.3.1. Multiplicity of secondary particles 
Available experimental data obtained in hadron-nucleon and 

hadron-nucleua interactions for high energy demostrate a weak de
pendence of the ratio of the mean multiplicity of produced parti
cles to its dispersion (<n>/D ) on the energy of the projectile 
and the atomic weight of the target-nucleus 'i). If the charge of 
aninltial system is taken into account in the analysis of the mul
tiplicity distribution of secondary particles, all available data 
for the interactions indicated can be described by a uni
versal dependence of the type 

D » a<n> + b . 
New experimental data on the multiplicity of secondaries in 

nucleus-nucleus interactions at relativistic energies do contra
dict this universality. The results obtained at the synchrophasot
ron show that the behaviour of the multiplicity distributions for 
projectiles beginning from the carbon nucleus is quite different 
from that observed for hadron-nucleus interactions: the value of 
D increases with increasing <n> much faster than the universal 
dependence (see fig.3l)« Moreover, selecting a group of events with 
small impact parameter (the so-called "central" interactions) out 
of all inelastic nucleus-nucleus collisions, a significant narrow
ing of the multiplicity distributions is observed < z). These dis
tributions differ more amd more from the universal dependence and 
become much narrower than the Foisson distribution as "centrali-
ty" of the collisions increases. The observed dependence of D on 
< n > can be explained within the framework of a model with inde-

dN <]У 

Fig. 30a 
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Fig. 30b 
pendent interactions of projectile nucleons 73) j_n which the projectile nucleone (Aj_) in nucleus-nucleus collisions are assumed to 
interact with the target-nucleus (At) independently. Taking these 
assumptions into account, one can get the following expressions 
for the average multiplicity, < n > AiAf o f secondaries and dis
persion, I>AiAt> f o r nucleus-nucleus collisions in terms of the cor
responding characteristics for nucleon-nucleus (N + A^) interacti
ons 

and 
<n>, A,At- i NA T 

,2 ^A/^DJ^^.D? 'NA t NA t •* 

73 c-
c-c 

lx+ /~~^ C-Cu 
C-lx 

I — 

C-PL-—^""^ 0-P», 

C-SI + 
C-Ne * j 

/ c - i * ^~-

' 3 ^ O-NJT 

>•** • 

c - c + ^ •G*A at 6-4° 
tO+A « к 

2 4 6 
<n. 

t 
-> 

ю 12 

Fig. 31 
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«here < Vl^ » A i6"(H + A*) /ft (A* + A. ) Is the average number 

of projectile nucleons which Interact with the target-nucleus; 
D is the dispersion of the f ̂ -distribution P^ (•*« 1,2,..., Aj); 

6" (N + A t ) and 6* (*i + At) are the elastic cross sections for 
nucleon-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus interactions, respectively. 

A comparison '-*) of the experimental data and the calculati
ons with the model gives good agreement. 

The results recently obtained on the average multiplicity of 
neutral particles ( J" - quanta, Л - hyperons and K° - mesons) in 
dTa and CTa interactions at 4.2 GeV/c/nucleon can be explained wi
thin the framework of the same model 74), 

In this connection the experimental data on the multiplicity 
distributions 75) and the average values of transverse momentum '•*) 
for charged narticles do not confirm the predictions of thermody
namic model ' ) . 

4.3.2. Momentum characteristics of secondary particles 
The experimental data are discussed on momentum characteris

tics of secondaries produced in nucleus-nucleus.interactions ob
tained by the groups of the 2m propane bubble 73,74) and streamer 
chambers ' b ) for projectllejnomenta of 4.2 and 4.5 OeV/c, respec
tively. The properties of Tl "-mesons and protons produced in nucle
ar reactions with small impact parameter (central interactions) 
were studied in these experiments. 

Figure 32a,b preeente the momentum characteristics of Tl "-me
sons and protons produced in central CC interactions versus their 
rapidity (y - K B + P„ )/(B - P« Д ) . The limit of the Icinemati-
cal region for HNcollisions is denoted by a dashed line. One can 
see that for Tl '«mesons the maximum density of events is observed 
near у »1,1 and for protons at rapidities beyond the limit of the 
fragmentation regions of projectile and target-nucleus. 
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Fig. 32b 

In fig. 33a,b are shown similar distributions for n "-mesons 
and protons produced in CTa interactions. In this case the behavi
our of the characteristics significantly differs from that observed 
for CC interactions. 

At the same time one can notice that a large number of pions 
and protons, the characteristics of which are beyond the limit of 
the kinematical region for NN collisions, is observed in CC and 
CTa central interactions. A similar situation takes place also for 
/>P-hyperons produced in dTa and CTa interactions for a momentum 
of 4.2 OeV/c per nucleon ' * ) . 

Figure 34a,b,с presents the distributions ofn "-mesons and 
protons produced in CC, dTa end CTa central interactions versus 
the transverse momentum squared (p2). The experimental data are 
rather well described by the curve composed of the sum of exponents: jdN . -ap2 -bP2 — 2 - Ae • Be + ... 
These curves are denoted by solid lines. From the figures one can 
draw the following conclusions: 

- The slope parameters for Tl "-тевоп production in CC interac
tions are somewhat different fro» those observed in NN collisions 
for the same energy of projectile: a relative contribution of the 
second exponent is 33% in CC and 23% in NN interactions. A relative 
contribution of the second exponent equals 41% and 47% for dTa and 
CTa interactions, respectively. All the data on the slope parameter 
for T1 '-mesons are summarized in table V. 

- In table V are presented the slope parameters for proton 
production in p, d. He and CTa interactions. One can see that the 
slope parameter of the second exponent does not change, within 
the experimental errors, with increasing the atomic weight of pro
jectile (except CC interactions). 2 2 

- An exponential dependence on P,f having a structure at P £ a 
> 0.5 and 1.0(GeV/c)2 is observed for all types of nucleus-nucle
us interactions in which protons are produced with characteristics 
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Fig. 33 a 
beyond the Idnematical region for NN collisions. The slope parame
ter is 1(GeV/c)~z which can be interpreted as a consequence of 
proton production in hard collision processes at small distances. 

- A comparison of the experimental data and the calculations 
with the Dubna caecade model with and without taking into account 
the interaction of secondary particles in the final state (fig. 
34b) Bhowe that the experimental characteristics of secondaries 
produced in the collisions of relativistic nuclei with nuclei of 
large momentum transfers are not described by the caecade model. 

Interesting new results_on the property of the average trans
verse momentum <Pj.> of Tl '-mesons produced in nucleus-nucleus 
interactions at 4.5 GeV/c per nuclepn have been obtained by the 
group at the 2m streamer chamber?9Thie group has been found that 

•го -is -io -DJ (i " го is so is to 

Fig. 33b 
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the value of < P x> for pions, produced in interactions 
4He + ( 6 U , C, Al, Ou and Pb ), 1 2 C + (C, Ne and Cu) 

20 and Ne + Ne, is independent of the degree of interaction centra-
lity, the mass of the projectile for A • 4-*20 and the mass of 
target-nucleus for A a 67-64. Besides, the predictions of thermody
namic model '->) contradict all the experimental data on < P. > 
(see figr35). 

Table V 

Type of in
teraction a b J^/ndf 

CC 23.1 ± 1.8 6.2 ± 0.9 1.18 
OTa ». Tl ~ 45.4 ± 2.8 8.3 i 0.4 0.96 
dTa 43.0 i 4.4 7.8 + 0.8 0.87 

CC 8.7 ± 1 . 3 2.4 ± 0.2 0.81 
CTa 
HeTa =- P 

2.62± 0.33 
3.21± 0.35 

0.99± 0.54 
0.44± 0.35 

1.05 
1.16 

dTa 3.29+ 0.39 0.56± 0.54 0.82 
pTa 3.19± 0.62 - 0.31 
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4.3.3. Dimensions of radiation region of se
condary particles 

The method of interference of like particles, which has been 
put forward and developed in papers ' ' ) . is widely used to deter
mine the space-time structure of radiation sources of secondary 
particles produced in multiple „production procesees. In particular, 
this method has been applied '") to the determination of the 

size of the radiation region (r) for secondary pions from Tl P in
teractions at 40 GeV/c and the lifetime of this system (% ) in 
the laboratory system. The group has obtained that r a (1.9tt.3)fm 
and О Т . (0.8±0.2)fm. Futher it has been found that for the same 
process in the c.m.s. there exist two radiation sources of pions, 
one of which is due to direct pion production (ri«Cf •) »1fm; and 
another to pion production from the decay of resonances (ro a 
- C!r 2«3fm). Concrete information on the space-time structure of generstim 
sources of particles in different processes has bean obtained to 
date using this method J b ) . 

The group working with the 2m propane bubble chamber has ob
tained new data on the space size of the radiation region of nega-
tivecpiona in nucle-j.4-nucleus interactions at 4.2 GeV/c per nucle-on 1°). For CC interactions r a (3.10 ± 0.89)ftn and for CTa cent
ral interactions r a (4.11 i I.OTjfin. Note that the size of the ra
diation region of pions r a (3,44 ± 0.41)fm for all inelastic CTa 
interactions. 

All these data make it possible to confirm that the size of 
the radiation region of Tl '-mesons in carbon-nucleus collisions 
is determined by the dimensions of projectile. 
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5. Search for unstable superdense nuclei 
The existence of superdense nuclei has been first predicted 

in papers '9), During the ensuing years attempts have been made to 
observe this effeot. A more completejreview of experimental results 
obtained until 1977 can be found in °°). 

One of the fields of a search for radioactive superdenee nu
clei hasJbeen proposed and implemented by A.V.Kulikov and B.M.Pon-
tecorvo °'). Using the setup with parameters 7J ъ 5-10~Зв and 
E e > 45 MeV, they have obtained the upper limit of the production cross section for radioactive superdense nuclei in pPb interacti
ons. 

Later on the energy threshold of electron detection was de
creased in the experiments 8 2 ) , in which bubble chambers were used 
under special conditions and targets were exposed to relativistic 
nuclei. This technique allowed one to detect decay particles of 
practically any energy but it did not allow one to obtain data in 
the regiont^-IO^s. 

As shown 8 3), the production of metastable superdense nuclei 
in nuclear reactions can be observed by delaying nucleon radiation. 
An experimental search for In this field for the lifetime of raeta-
stable states T*.1e has been performed in the experiment 8 * ) . 

Below we discuss experimental results 85) on a search for su
perdense nuclei unstable to fi-decay for a lifetime of 10"° < 
T 6 10~°8 and metastable superdenee nuclei decaying with 
"-meson emission for a lifetime of 10"'-

-10~1s. These experiments have been re
cently carried out at the synchrophasotron 
on beams of carbon relativistic nuclei. 
The momenta of the beam of 1 2C nuclei ex
tracted from the synchrophasotron were 
1.68 and 4.5 GeV/c. A layout of the expe
riment and a trigger system are presented 
in fig.36. Curve 4 in fig.37 gives the up
per limit (with a confidence level of 90S) 
of the production cross section for super-
dense nuclei having lifetime t and decay
ing with the emission of electron or po
sitron with E>45 HeV in iScPo interacti
ons at 4.5 GeV/c per nucleon. Curve 5 
shows the upper limit (with a confidence 
level of 9056) of the production cross sec
tions for nuclei, unstable to the emissi
on of TI "-mesons with a kinetic energy of 
-50 MeV, in 12CPfc interactions for a mo
mentum of 1.68 GeV/c per nucleon. 

As seen from the figures, the proba
bility of nucleus production having a ' 
lifetime of 10-8-10 - 6S with the emission 
of electron/positron with Ee>45 MeV is 
no larger than 3*10-4 in inelastic CPb in
teractions, and the probability of nucle
us production having a lifetime of 10-'-
-10 - 1e with the emission of И °-meson do
es not exceed 6.10~4.n inelastic CPkcolli-
sions. 

The data on the obser
vation of superdenee nuclei are summariz
ed in table VI . 

«0 R5 E.OH 

Fig. 36 
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Table VI 

NATUHA P(10-100)0eV n, f Heavy ions 
E £ 1 GeV/A 

R.Holtet 
e t a l 1 / 

B.H.Pontekorvc 
e t a l . 

ivat_ P.B.Price e t a l ЗГ 
•t_a± 

(Rn) a <10" 2 9 Si 

Hn a (n ,y) , 

E>30 HeV 
S.Frankel 

E >45 HeV 

t>5.10~ 3 ee lc 

ff<10~33cm2 

By,En 40 HeV 

< 1 0 ~ 7 / a o t 

Ar+Pb »-(fr)B 

<10~ 3 1cm 2 ,, 
A .Abdlvalley et af/ 

e t a l , 2 / 

С + A « 
••В, Л 

10' "" 

a 
20 HeV 

H.Kh.Anikina etalY 

( P , P ' ) 
C-Ta. I P " 7 

i)C-W,'C*10+years 
j)E < (Cf) 100 MeV 

5 10" 8 /aot 
l.A.Borovoi et al? 

V 

V.Aleshin et a l . w 

9/ 

S , (Cf)>20 MeV 

< 2 . 1 0 - 8 / a o t 

V.A.Karnaukhov 
et a l . 
Ta.Th + p,d,o< 
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б. Conclusion 
From the present brief review of experimental results, recent

ly obtained at the synchrophasotron by physicists from JIHR member-
-countries, it follows that 

- Relativistic nuclear physics as a new scientific field is 
successfully being developed at JINR. 

- Over a relatively short period of time many results, the 
scientific significance of which is generally recognized, have be
en obtained on beams of relativistic nuclei. First of all, this 
conoerns the studies of nuclear collisions, in which a momentum 
significantly exceeding a nucleon Fermi momentum in the nucleus is 
transferred to atomic nuclei. This is the experimental confirmati
on of the cumulative effect and its main properties, the existence 
of the region of limiting nuclear fragmentation and so on. 

- New information has been obtained on the observation of mul-
tiquark states in nuclei and nuclear processes. 

- Important results have been obtained on the properties of 
nuclear reactions at small lnternucleon distances that allowed one 
to clarify a general picture of the dynamics of these processes 
fairy completely. 

- The program of experimental research in the field of rela-
tivistic nuclear physics being performed at the Dubna synchropha
sotron directly connects to important problems of elementary par
ticle and high energy physics, which are being solved on the lar
gest accelerators of the world. 

га-" 

to - 1 to-1 itr* io - ! ю - * io J « г 1 itr'TC*) 

Fig. 37 
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